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Introduction 
With the objective of enhancing, surporting and promoting small and medium enter- 

prises (SMEs), mainly in developing countries, the UIVIDO Industrial Subcontracting 
and Supply Chain Management Programme has been estabiIishing Subcontracting and 

Partnership Exchanges (SPXs) on a worldwide basis since 1985, These Fxchanges con- 

stitute the meeting point between supply and demand of industrial subcontracting 
activities. When the SPXs are run according to certain guidelines, they have proved' 

to be beneficial l, o all participants: 

0 The subcontractors can boost their productivity, create employinent opportuni- 

ties, enhance manufacturing processes through technology transfer and upgrad- 

ing, improve their competitiveness, expand their market share, introduce new 

products, establish quality measures to produce under better standards and in- 

crease their return on investment through appropriate new investments and full 

capacity utilization, 

By outsourcing, main contractors can gain the flexibility that today's business 
environment demands from them, When they subcontract their non-core activi- 

ties, they are able to concentrate on their strategic competencies while being able 

to fulfil, at, competitive market standards, the coniplex needs of their supply 
chain. 

0 Finally, host institutions (Chambers of Coinmerce and Industry, government 

agencies or small business promotion institutions), find. in the SPXs the opera- 
tional set, -up that enhances their knowledge of the region's relevant industry 
sectors, pushes the development of SMEs, sets the required mechanisms to cope 
with the challenge of globalization, promotes the country's output in foreign 

markets and works on the substitution of imports for domestic goods. 

This paper presents the results of a survey that covered 70 per cent of the 
operational SPXs that have been established by UNIDO under the Industrial Subcon- 

tracting and Supply Chain Management Programme. Two main objectives are pursued 
in the way the report is organized. First, it attempts to analyse the progress made in 

operational performance of the SPXs by taking as its basis a study done by the Organi- 

zation in 1996. ' It tries to confirm or redirect the findings of the study while at the 

same tiine, it tries to evaluate how the implementation of the recommendations made 

at that time have impacted on the operation of the Fxchanges. Second, it takes a closer 
look at the SPXs internal operational procedures, in terms of standardization of pro- 
cesses and in terms of other relevant services that contribute to the operational budget 

of the Exchanges. 

'Garrigos-Silva, and de Grombrugghe. Practical Case Studies on Industrial Subcontracting and Partner- 
shiit Uf4 1110. 

'Gonzalez Herandez, IVavratil, Marrhich and Ziliotti. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Branch Gen- 
eral Managetncnt, Reyurt uf Ihe I'rugrumme Fvuiuutivn, Ubi'IDO, October 1tJ96, 



1. Methodology 
Before presenting the results of the analysis, a few methodological issues will briefly 

be addressed. These issues refer to the content of the questionnaire and to the selection 

of respondents. 

1. 1. Content of the questionnaire' 

ln order to be able to make the results comparable to those obtained by the survey 

conducted in 1996, part of the questionnaire had to be similar to the one applied at 

that time. The main challenge for us this time was to find a way to conduct a long 

distance or reinote survey aiined at comparing its results with the ones coming from 

a field study. That is why the questionnaire this time had to be shorter and designed 

for straightforward answers. The previous questionnaire consisted of 12 sections, 

which aimed at obtaining detailed information about the operation of the SPXs. For this 

study, the questionnaire consisted of six sections, out. of which two (the ones intended 

for comparison) were kept basically the same. These similar sections were; SPX general 

information (operations, finance, promotion, effectiveness and diversification) and soft- 

ware for data management. 

The sections included in this survey that were not part of the previous one, 

reflect mainly the second objective of this study, In order to identify the internal 

operational procedures followed by the SPXs, we organized the following headlines: 

quality within the SPX and external quality services. These sections aimed at analysing 

the SPXs internal processes and other relevant services that contribute to its opera- 

tional budget. 

Finally, the rest of the relevant information was incorporated under different 

headings. One of them included the classification and appreciation of the SPXs re- 

sources, and the other section inquired about the four most important industrial sec- 

tors for the Fxchanges. 

1. 2. Selection of respondents and rate of response 

The questionnaire was sent, via e-mail or fax, to all the SPXs that have been established 

under the UNIDO Programme and that are listed in the Directory 2000. Additionally, 

one Exchange that does not belong yet to the UNIDO SPX Club, was incorporated into 

the data analysis because it operates in a very similar way to those established under 

UNIDO methodology. Also, it has shown interest in joining the UNIDO SPX Club in 

order to exploit the benefits of regional networking. 

Out of the 52 questionnaires that were sent to difTerent SPXs, 59 per cent of 
them arrived on time for the information to be processed. Considering the number of 

responses and the activity level of the SPXs where they were coming from, this sur- 

vey's results are significant. Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Ecuador are counted as opera- 

tional and they received a copy of the questionnaire, although the status of the SPXs 

in those countries has been changing. That is why, for practical purposes and consid- 

ering that three questionnaires arrived very late and could not be considered, the 

active involvement of SPXs in UNIDO activities was 71 per cent. 

3See annex 1 for the ortginat version of' the questionnaire. 



Selected associate members also received a shghtly modified version of the ques- 

tionnaire. The objective was to compare the operational performance between the 
SPXs that have been established by UNIDO and those that have not. 

The response rai. e among associate members was not significant, and hence we 
did not do any data analysis aimed at comparing the operations of the Exchanges 
established independently and those established by UNIDO. 

Table 1. Established and Operational Industrial Subcontracting 
and Partnership Exchanges under the 

UNIDO Industrial Subcontracting Programme 

Covntry 

Algeria 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
erazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Cuba 
Czech Republic 
Ecuador 
Egypt 
France 
Guatemala 
India 
Iraq 
Jordan 
Kenya 
Madagascar 
Morocco 
Mauritius 
Mexico 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Poland 
Russian Federation 
Saudi Arabia 
Slovakia 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

Total 

Established SPx 

59 

Operational 5PX Questionnaire available 

34 



2. A global review of the Industrial 
Subcontracting and Partnership 
Exchanges {SPXs} established by UNIDO 

2. 1. Main industriaI sectors 

Over the years that. UNiDO has worked to enhance and promote industrial subcon- 

tracting, the main industrial sectors where this production sharing activity takes place 
have not varied a lot, In fact, when a new SPX is going to be established, the recom- 

rnendation is to start in the metal-mechanic, plastic-rubber and/or electric-electronic 
sectors. This is due to the fact that they constitute a solid base for the SPXs since they 
are naturally predisposed for subcontracting activities. For this reason, they provide 
the SPX with enough workload and experience in order to later expand its operations 
to sectors or services. 

in this survey, the SPXs were asked to prioritize the most important industrial 
sectors for their operations and to give the number of companies registered in their 
database for each one of them. Table 2 indicates the relevant industrial sectors for the 
SPXs and their respective NACE code (" Nomenclature des Activites Economiques de 
la Communaute Europeenne"). The metal-mechanic is the most important and accounts 
for 8) per cent of the respondents. 5, 9)2 companies in total were registered in this 

sector among the 32 respondents (out of 10, 355 companies registered with all SPXs in 

al) four relevant sectors). 
After a certain period of operations, 56 per cent of the respondent SPXs men- 

tioned to have included new industrial sectors not originally served, The textile sector 
and industrial services (which includes activities such as equipment maintenance and 

engineering), have been mentioned by 20 pcr cent of the respondents, to be the sectors 
where the SPXs normally expand their coverage after the Exchanges have reached a 

certain maturity. This is the reason why they hold a significantly by higher percentage 
in the middle of table 2. 

Table 2. Main industrial sectors covered 
by the SPX operations 

IVACE code 

28 
285 

31, 32 
74 
17 

34 
014 
15 

18, 19 
20 
24 
29 
36 

industrial sector 

Metal-mechanic 
Plastic-rubber 
Electric-electronic 
Industrial Services 
Textiles 
Other 
Automotive 
Agroindustry 
Food 
Leather 
Wood 
Chemicals 
Machinery 
Furniture 

SPX operating 
in this sector 
(percen tage) 

81 
64 
47 
33 
31 
14 
11 
11 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 



2. 2. Legal and financial status af the SPXs 

The legal status of the recently established SPXs is normally linked to the status of the 

UNIDO counterpart that initially hosted the project. Normally, those Exchanges that 

classified themselves within the private sector have the Chamber of Commerce or the 

Chamber of Industry as a backup. Those under public status, are sponsored or sup- 

ported by any kind of governmental body such as an Industrial Development Agency 

or a Ministry. Finally, the mixed ones, in table 3, are normally in a mature stage and 

they have reached total /partial financial independence or decision-making autonomy 
(they were initially hosted by a private or public institution, but they have been suc- 

cessful in attracting different sources of income to support their operation). ' 

Table 3. The legal and financial 
status of 31 5PXs established 

by UNIDO 

(as a percentage) 

5PX legal status 

Public 
Private 
Mixed 

13 
49 
37 

In the previous study, ' it was outlined that "an association with a Chamber of 
Industry/Conimerce seems to be the most desirable institutional setting for an SPX". 

This pattern has been supported by the findings in the present study. Table 3 considers 

not only the surveyed SPXs„but all the operational ones. A total of 45 per cent are 

private, being niost of the time even within the physical infrastructure of Chambers of 
Commerce/Industry, 

Thirteen per cent of the actual SPXs are now a department of a public body and 

37 per cent of them operate under a mixed status. This last status means that the 

Exchanges can be officially registered as public or private, but in fact they are financed 

by both (with/without the contribution also of their own self-generated income) or 
they are totally able to build their operational budget. 

The most appropriate setting according to UNIDO experience is when the Ex- 

change is initially hosted by a Chamber of Commerce/Industry and the SPX manager 
knows that this may not be sufficient or that the support will not be permanent. In this 

situation, he/she is obliged to work towards the financial independence of the Ex- 

change (by mobilizing funds through the SPX activities, fees and/or complementary 

services), and there are great possibilit. ies for the SPX to have very successful opera- 

tions. This is the case in four of the surveyed Fxchanges (in the next section we will 

explain how they have accomplished this financial autonomy). 
Also, according to the survey's findings, it is interesting to note" that, in most of 

the cases where the SPXs do not depend completely on one source of finance (either 

public or private), it has reached this status before the sixth year of operations. In 

addition, it is obvious to observe that having a self-financed operation or at least mixed 

contributions, is the least risky option, If the SPX is completely financed by a public 

body, it can happen that in the medium/long term (as the public administration 

changes) the priorities are redefined and the support to the SFX is not considered any 

longer. If a private Chamber finances the Fxchange, then that risk is greatly reduced 

'More details about the sources of income that allow the SPXs to be financially independent will be 

given in section 2. 3. 
sGonzalez-Hcrandez, isavratil, Marchich and Ziliotti. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Branch Gen- 

eral Management, Report af the Programme Evaluation, UiSIDO, Octotmr 1996. p. 21. 
aSee graphic 1, Sources of operational budget, in annex 2. 



(even though it theoretically still exists). In fact, it was observed that 100 per cent 
private funding is the only option besides own funding once the SPX is older than eight 

years. The reason is because the Chamber of Commerce/Industry does generally find 

the activities of the SPX relevant for t. heir members and hence decides to include them 

in the service package they offer to their members. 

2. 3. Sources of income for the SPX 

In the survey, we also asked the resporidents how the income t, hat they are able to 
generate through their activities was composed. The objective was to observe which 
activities have allowed SPXs to reach financial autonomy and which ones contributed 
most to their operational budget. The general categories of income that the SPX were 
able to raise were: promotional activities (which included participation and/or organi- 

zation of fairs and exhibitions), fees (registration and/or annual membership), consult- 

ing services, and training activities (experience has shown that these normally cover 
quality and supplier development related topics). 

Figure I' gives a comprehensive view of the activities that the respondent SPXs 
mentioned as their main sources of income. Besides the fact that promotional activities 
are the main contributing activity to the SPX budget (42 per cent of the total), they are 
also the inost important sources of direct contacts that influence the capacity of the 
Exchange to match contractor needs with subcontractor capacities. s 

Figure 1. Relative importance of fund generating activities 
as sources of income for the SPXs 

Training activities 
2% 

Registration fee 
4% 

Others 
10% 

Consulting 
18% 

Promotional 
activities 

42% 

Annual fee 
24% 

'To analyse the results in this section of the questionnaire, it was not considered proper to work with 
the average contribution of certain activity to the SVX self'-financed budget because there was too much 
disparity in the percentages related to certain act, ivities between the SPXs. Instead, we decided to weight the 
contribution percentage and then add them up in order I, o see the relative importance of every source of 
income. 

"I'urthcr analysis on this issue will lre developed in section 2, 5, 



UNIDO experience in the industrial subcontracting field indicates that a well- 

organized fair can contribute up 1, o t, he equivalent of an annual budget. This was con- 

firmed by seven of the respondenl. SPXs who mentioned that promotional activities 

constituted the total source of their income. For example, one SPX in North Africa has 

one of the most important subcontracting fairs in the region. This fair, organized once 

every two years, contributes up to 40 per cent of'its annual budget (it is important to 
note that this SPX is one of the largest in the world with 13 employees and 858 
registered companies). 

The cost structure of organizing a fair includes as main income the selling of 
exhibition space and entrance f'ees to special events. For example, organizers of the 

next international fair in Latin America (which besides the exhibition section, is offer- 

ing bilateral negotiation, bulletin board of opportunities, technological show, buyers' 

exhibits and presentations) are selling exhibition space for between US$1, 344 and 

US$4, 500 (according to how many square metres the stand covers). Also, they are 

charging between US$100 and US$200 for entrance to the negotiation/buyers' area. 

Among the expenditures, some 40 per cent of them can be related to promotion, which 

at the same time constitutes the cornerstone for the success of the fair; also a signifi- 

cant cost is the leasing of the exhibition pavilion. Finally, it is important to note that 

before arriving at the bottom line jprofit), sponsorship should be considered since this 

can greatly reduce the cost and hence increase the financial gains (by assuming partial 

costs of proinotional activities and/or by reducing the pavilion-leasing fee). 

The second most important source of income is the annual fee that some SPXs 

charge to their members. Normally the Exchanges that are l. otally financed by a public 

body, or those that work completely under a Chamber of Commerce or Industry, do 

not charge any kind of fee to their niembers (in this case, it is already included in what 

the associates pay to the Chamber). Nevertheless, for the rest of the Exchanges, 24 per 
cenl. of their self-financed income comes from this category. 

Figure 2. Registration and annual fees charged by the SPXs 

100 

X 4 ~80 
70 

60 

50 

0 40 

v 30 

20 

5 

II No 

Q Yes 

10 

Registration fee Annual fee 

Figure 2 shows that 25 per cent and 41 per cent of the surveyed SPXs charge 

membership and/or annual fees, respectively, We found that almost all the SPXs that 

claimed to be an independent entity are charging some kind of fee. For two Exchanges, 

the annual fee was mentioned to account. for as much as 80 per cent. of the annual 

operalional budget. . We recorded a fairly common average on the registration fee: 

US$120. In this study, we were able to support what was written in the 1996 rcport, 



on the programme evaluation: "the number of participating companies is increasing 

also in countries where a membership fee is requested". Very different amounts for 

annual fees were ment, ioned. Thc last ones are not comparable since they reflect 

mainly the specific country's industrial structure. One interesting point made by one 

of the SPXs was the use of a very fair tariff system for the calculation of the annual 

fee. In other xvords, they charge different amounts to different companies according to 
their size. This has been a UNIDO recommendation over time (as outlined in the SPXs 

Guide), but it has rarely been followed (other variables for this tabulation can be for 

example, the number of employees, or the turnover or the capital invested). 

Finally, the last most important source of income for the SPXs is with respect to 

consulting services that they provide to their members. These assistance or extension 

services represent 20 per cent of the total self'-financed income (which is in fact very 

close t. o the percentage represented by the annual fees). Consulting services were 

ment, ioned to account for as much as 60 to 90 per cent in three of the respondent SPXs. 

2. 4. The SPX personnel 

In the UNIDO handbook for the establishment. and operation of Industrial Subcontract- 

ing and Partnership Exchanges, " three different approaches have been considered rel- 

evant regarding the number of employees working for the SPX. What is considered 

optimal is to have three, five or seven people depending on the size of the Exchange. 

Also, the methodology outlines three basic functions: manager, engineer and assistant. 

In the survey conducted this time, wc asked the SPX to tell us how many people 

are working for the Fxchange, whai, their positions are and if they have or do not have 

additional duties. The main objective was to establish if a correlation exists between 

the number of people working for the Exchange and the number of companies regis- 

tered. We also wanted to know the average number of people working for the Ex- 

changes in order to confirm our idea of t. he optimal number of people that the Ex- 

changes fmd appropriate in practice, 

We did nol. find a direct correlation between the nuinber of employees and the 

nuinber of registered companies, '" Instead, we found that the average number of peo- 

ple that work for the Exchange is between three and five, without being in proportion 

to the effectiveness of the SPX (effectiveness depends mainly on the capacity and 

initiative of the personnel and not on the number), This finding is encouraging because 

we can conclude that more coverage and ef'fectiveness can be obtained with fewer 

people if' they have the correct profile and motivation for the job. 
As numerical exainples, there is one Exchange with 13 employees and 858 com- 

panies registered in its four main industrial sectors. They have so many people because 

beside the basic SPX functions, they provide awareness seminars on outsourcing is- 

sues. Efficiency figures reveal that, 90 per cent of their members have received work 

through the SPX and they organize subcontracting fairs once every two years. Even 

when they have considerable fixed cost, s (personnel}, they are able to self-finance 

45 per cent of their annual budget. On the other hand, there is one SPX that has two 

employees (manager and assistant), and they manage 650 companies in their database. 

Although they are totally financed by the Chamber of Industry, they received 320 
requests lasl, year and 40 per cent of their members have received work through the 

SPX. 

"Cuny and dc Crvntbrugghc, "Guide I'o r the Creat. ion of Industrial Subcontracting and Partnership 
Fxchanges", UNII&O, Vienna, 2000. 

'"Graphic II in annex 3, 'I'o analyse thc results of this section of the questionnaire, it was not consid- 
ered proper to work with t. he average number of e&tq&loyccs since t. hc contribution of a manager is of course 
very diirerent from one of' an assistant (Indeed both are hnportanti, instead, we decided to weight, the 
number ol' employees and then add them np in vrdcr io have a more reliable parameter. 



2. 5. Matchmaking and effectiveness 

The whole objective of the SPX is to bring together the main contractor's requirements 
and the subcontractor's capacities in order to close a business deal, Additional support 
services and activities are just the means to support the main function and to build the 
public relations that would enhance the matchmaking activity of' the SPX. 

Figure 3 shows four main categories as a source of contacts for matchmaking: 

direct contacts (inquiries received by phone, fax or e-mail), industry visits, fairs and 

meetings with managers. As can be observed, direct. contacts constitute the most impor- 

tant resource for the SPX in order to match supply and demand of subcontracting 
services. Then come, in this order, industry visits, fairs and meetings with managers, 

Figure 3. How& do the SPXs conduct the matchmaking process? 
Others 

3% 
Meeting with managers 

10% 

Fairs 
12% 

c'~ 
Direct contacts 

5 

Industry visits 
18% 

er * 
1 

F 
e I 

It is more important to note in this case that most of' the contacts named by the 
SPXs come from the relationships built during fairs and exhibitions. In other words, 

Fairs and exhibitions really pay off when looking at enhancing the effectiveness of the 
SPX. For example, one SPX reported that in the period between 1993 and 1997, 
around 70 per cent of its matchmaking activities was done through fairs and industry 

meetings. Now, they report that around 90 per cent of the matchmaking activity is 

done through personal contacts. Considering that it is the same SPX in both cases, it 
is logical to presume that the relationships built in fairs and industry meetings in the 

past, are now paying off because the SPX is directly contacted by people aware of its 

existence and effectiveness. 

Personal plant industry visits are an excellent way to build awareness of the SPX 
operations and to keep up-to-date regarding changes in the regional industrial setting, 

The Exchanges have reported that during these personal industry visits, inquires are 
made to them regarding supply/demand of subcontracting services, The hest case is an 

SPX that has a 4'5 minute personal annual contart with 100 per cent. of ii, s registered 

companies (370 in the four main sectors}. I ast year they received 80 requests (40 per 
cent of them during mdustry visits). The main result: 70 per cent of these requests 
resulted in successful contracts, 

UNIDO has been observing aII these events and we believe that there is a close 
interrelationship and chain effect, among them. By organizing fairs and dedicating a 

'l0 



significant effort to its promotion, the SPX is able to build contacts and awareness of 
its existence among the industrial community while at the same time providing an 

important source of income. Later on, through these contacts, industry visits will be 

enhanced, allowing the Exchange to increase its effectiveness in matchrnaking. Finally, 

through all these activities, all the knowledge developed in the industrial environment 

will permit the SPX to diversify its focus and to include in its service package: consul- 

tancy, market studies, private fairs organization, etc. At the end, all this will give to the 

SPXs financial autonomy, which means they have very high chances of success. 

Table 4. Promotional activities and networking 
(as a percentage) 

Yes 
No 

Organized 
fairs 

75 
25 

Participated in 
international fairs 

66 
34 

Member of regionai 
SPXs Association 

57 
43 

Seventy-five per cent of the respondent SPXs have organized subcontracting 

fairs during the last two years and the majority (two thirds) of them have participated 

in international fairs. With the objective to bring each region's subcontracting supply 

outside their geographical coverage, the SPXs actively participate in these events 

abroad (international fairs are often publicized through networking among the SPXs). 

Fifty-seven per cent of the respondent SPXs reporl. that they belong to a regional 

association, and most of them have participated in an international fair. From this 

analysis, we can conclude that belonging to an active regional association enhances the 

ability of the SPX to promote its members outside its geographical borders. A numeri- 

cal example can be taken from the specific case of the I. atin American SPXs Associa- 

tion (ALABSUB) where out of the rnernbers that took part in the survey, only seven 

said they had not participated in an international fair. Looking at the present analysis 

and at previous experiences, UNIDO regards networking among the SPXs as an impor- 

tant tool to enhance the operation of the Exchanges. 

ln the survey conducted, we also tried to look at how elTective the matchmaking 

process had been. In other words, we wanted to know the rate of actual contracts 

resulting from the matchmaking, the involvement of the government as a main contrac- 

tor and the number of companies that have obtained work thanks to a contact developed 

by the SPX. Unfortunately we were unable to establish reliable indicators in this respect 

because, as outlined in the programme evaluation report from 1996, " "the Exchanges 

themselves do not want to spend time on the follow-up of the matchmaking because they 

consider that in any case the figures obtained are not reliable". In the present survey, this 

issue was easily noticeable in the response rate of the SPXs as more detailed questions 

were asked on the efficiency of the matchmaking. Initially we asked how many rnatch- 

making requests they had received last year, then we asked how many of them resulted 

in successful contracts and finally we inquired on the value of those contracts. The 

number of responses out of the 32 questionnaires that we received decreased progres- 

sively in the same order as the questions were asked: 29, 27, 21. Even though this 

declining tendency indicates that there is not a strong follow-up of the matchmaking 

process, a significant improvement has been observed, which means that the recommen- 

dation made in 1996, " has had some elTect, since the Exchanges interviewed were at 
least able to provide certain figures. Recently, three major patterns have been applied by 

the SPXs in this respect: (u) the SPXs report just the results that they know; (b) they 

organize an inquiry for a predetermined sample out of the total members; (c) they just 

report the number of inquiries received and the inatchrnaking process initiated, without 

nGonzalez-Merandez, Yavratil, Marchich and Ziliotti. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Branch Gen- 

eral Management, Report of the programme Evaluation. UNtriO, October 1996 p. 34. 
"Gonzalez-Hcrandez, Navratil, Marchich and Ziliotti. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Branch Cen- 

tral Managetnent, Report of the Progranirne Evaluation. VNIDO, October l996. p. 38. 
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looking further at its success or failure; and (d) they do not follow any matchmaking 
related issues at all. The most observed behaviour is normally (a) or (c), 

With respect to the question regarding the number of requests received last year, 
we did not establish any average number because it would have considered different 
issues under the same parameter (number of companies registered per Fxchange, in- 

dustrial sectors covered by the SPX and the particular industrial setting of the coun- 

try}. The value generated by the contracts can also not be measured by an average 
because it depends on the price indexes of the particular countries. One parameter is 
that 47 per cent of registered companies of which thc Exchanges are aware, have 
received any kind of work through a contact developed by the SPX. We should assume 
that this percentage should bc in reality higher, since as noted earlier, either the SPXs 
do not totally follow the negotiation process, or they can be informed that a negotiation 
was not successi'ul when in fact it was. Theory indicates that, when the SPX is managed 
in the appropriate way (with excellent knowledge of the industry environment, an 

updated database and correct promotional activities), around 66 per cent of the coin- 

panies get work though the Exchange. " 
One important suggestion made in the programme evaluation report of 1996" 

regards public procurement. . It was stated that "the role of SPX in stimulating partici- 

pation of SMEs in the governinent procurement schemes should be enhanced". We can 
not evaluate the progress made in this area since in 1996 it was only outlined that "the 

participation of SPX in public procurement was relatively low". In any case, currently 
22 per cent of the SPXs are offering services to the government and just three of them 
have reported that their members have any kind of conl. ract with a public institution. 
The programme coordination believes that any SPX should be able to disseminate 
public procurement in an efficient, more targeted way, since it is an important. source 
of subcontracting jobs. 

2. 6. The SPX resources: actual situation and appreciation 

This was one of the sections in the present survey that had not been included in any 
of the previous studies. Our objective was to establish what. issues should VENIDO 

experts, SPX managers and host institutions focus on, in order to set a solid basis for 
the SPX (to enhance its operations, to prolong its life and to expand its benefits). 

A fixed set of the most important resources for the operation of an SPX was 
given in the questionnaire and we asked the Sl'X managers to classify them in four 
categories, according to their actual situation. Figure 4 deserves a cautious analysis 
because it contains a lot of important information organized in a compressed way. The 
resources shown on the left side, have been listed in an increasing order (from the ones 
that require more attention, at the l, op, to the ones that are relatively in good shape, 
at the bottom). 

It was considered that those resources classified by the SPX managers as excel- 
lent or good are those where they find themselves competent or those that. they feel 
are in good condition. The survey detected that among them are: knowledge of indus- 

try, personnel capabilities and initiative, Internet connection, office infrastructure and 

support from the private sector. On the other side, those that are classified as bad or 
regular, are the ones where they do not feel competent enough or where they lack 
certain capabilities. These are the ones that we suggest to take proper action on: coop- 
eration with other SPXs (the importance was already discussed in the previous section) 
and transportation means (which are vil, al for plant visits), and external sources of 
funding. 

' De Crombrugghe, Andre. Presentation on the giol&al SPXs network. l997. 
uGonzalez-Herandez, Navratil, Marchich and Ziliotti. Uuality Assurance and Evaluation Branch Gen- 

eral Manaeement, Report of the Programme Evaluation. UNIDO, October 1996. p. 38. 
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Figure 4. Actual situation of SPXs resources 
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Finally, through the survey wc detected three major alerts that are f'undamental 

for the operation of an SPX and that, even when they are not among the worst classi- 

fied resources, they are of vital importance (40 per cent of the SPXs regard these two 
issues as being regular or bad). Dal, abase richness/update and support from local 
authorities; the first regards everyday operations and the second one influences the 
initial stage. Regardkng the database issue, UMDO is currently working on the devel- 

opment of new software that aims al, making data management more user friendly 

while more comprehensive and adapted to thc Internet era. We expect this tool will 

push SPXs to work on their databases and update them frequently, Regarding the 

support from the public sector, we suggest. the implementation of' a sustained aware- 

ness plan for government bodies. As mentioned before, personnel in these positions are 
constantly rotating (according to the federal or rcgionaf government), so awareness of 
the activities and benefits of the SPX should be continuous in order to count on their 

support. 
From 1996, '" some of the changes that have taken place are: 

0 As recommended, a Guide for the operation of Industrial Subcontracting and 

Part, nership Exchanges has been edited by UIV)IDO. This contains a comprehen- 

sive view on the importance of' subcontracting and on UNIDO methodology re- 

garding SPXs. 

An important improvement. has been made regarding office computing infra- 

structure"' since all Fxchanges now reported Internet access (just 3 out of 50 do 

not have internet access and some of them have a web page). This means that 

they have drastically upgraded their systems, thus facilitating the installation 

and operation of I. hc new software, 

In contrast with the previous findings, t~ in this case, only five Exchanges men- 

tioned having excellent transportation facilities. 

In the next part of the inquiry, once the SPXs decided where they ranked a 
particular resource, I. hcy were asked to evaluate its importance in their operations. The 

"'Gonzalez Hcrandcz, IVavratiI, Marchich and i'. Iliotti. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Branch (;, en- 
eral Management, Report of the pr&&grart&rne Evah&at&on. U&VIDO, ()ctoher 1996. 

"'in lgg(&, "only 3 SI'Xs have modern pen(inurn I'(;s and 4 rely on obsolete 38(& powered I'Cs", 

"Thc lack ol' prop&&r transportation means do n&&t af'I'ect the operations of the SPX because "ev&. 'n 

when thc SI?X docs not have its own car, arrant'cmcnis are made to have access to transportation". 
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difference between figures 4 and 5 is that one ranks the actual sil. uation of the re- 

sources for the SPX and the other ranks the appraisal of these by the managers. It is 

very mteresting to see how both figures complement each other and to observe the 

pattern in figure 5. 

Figure 5. Appreciation of operational resources by 5PXs 
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Table 5 shows the analysis of figures 4 anti 5. It is encouraging to observe that, 

almost all the resources that are f'unctioning wel! in the SVX are also regarded as 

essential for their activities. 
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Resource 

Table 5. Analysis of figures 4 ancl 5 

(as a percentage) 

5tatus 
(Figure 4) 

Appreciation 
(F(gore 5) 

Personnel capabilities 
Knowledge of the industrial environment 
internet connection 
Office infrastructure 
Support from the private sector 

90 
100 
87 
87 
75 

66 
71 
60 
58 
57 

Another important issue coming from the analysis of both figures shows that 

transportation ineans and support from local authorities is considered essential for at 

least 40 per cent of the SPXs and Lhey are aware ol' their weakness in these issues. 

Finally, the way the resources have been arranged in figure 4, differs from 

figure 5 because the objective was to make visible the pattern of the appreciation of 
resources. In figure 5, the point. that catches onc's attention at first. sight is that ViVIDO 

methodology is the resource classified as the least essential, but at the same time it is 

classified as the more valuable. This indicates that an SPX can be established without 

formal technical assistance, but that to have it is really appreciated by the SPX rnan- 

agers because it brings experience, expertise and methods that have proven successful. 

Another issue to nol, e is the alert already mentioned before regarding the database 

richness and actualization. As can be observed in figure 5, il is classified as essential 

for 58 per cent of the SPXs and as valuable for 30 per cent of them, while at Lhe same 

time it is Lhe one that only 31 per ccnl. of' the respondents are said to find to be 

excellent. 
Cooperation with other SPXs was lhe resource that was outlined to be (nore 

easily improved, and the second one that they value the inost. It is obvious that. those 

SPXs that have sLrong networks between them, value these contacts and hence they 

would like to strengthen them and Lo expand their coverage. Mechanisms for this 

purpose, such as videoconferencing have been suggested since the programme evalu- 

at, ion report 1996. '" Today, the Latin American Association of Subcontracting Ex- 

changes (AI. ABSVBj is pushing this idea; they also launched, in conjunction with 

VNIDO, an e-mail group list aimed at enhancing coinmunications among the members 

and circulating inquiries regarding supply and deinand of subcontracting services in 

the region. All these mcchanisins will in facL respond to the demand noted in the 

survey to improve coopcral, ion with other SPXs. 

2. 7. Extra services provided by the SPXs 

After the SPXs have reached a certain maturity and due to the need to adapt their 

activities to the industrial trends or because they need to reach financial autonomy, it 

has been noted that they normally get involved in activities upstream and downstream 

from subcontracting. In 1996, "' emerging opportunities were identified for the SPXs in 

terms of training and consultancy services, including topics such as: improvement of 
the supply chain, quality rnanagemcnt and cost controls. Table 6 illustrates the current 

service package that some SPXs offer. Consulting services refer to continuous assist- 

ance in a certain topic for a period of time, awareness seminars are considered to be 

approximately a half day long and training seminars range from one day to one week. 

'""The programme should also observe the evolution ol' the information technology to exploit its 
potential not only fbr thc promotional activii. ies but also for facilitating the contractor subcontractor com- 

rnunicalions. The range of (brcsccablc applications is very large, from very simple measures (such as e-mail) 

to tbc possibility of videoconfcrcncing at. (ow cosh 

"Go@rater, -Hcrandcr. , Yavrattl, Marchich and?ihotti. Quahty Assurance and Evaluation Branch Gen- 

eral lttanagcmcnt, Re(ror(. af (he ('rogrumme (:volua(ion. UN(DO, October (996. 
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Table 6. Extra services provided by the SPXs 

(as a percentage) 

Total quality 
ISO 9000 
General management 
Supplier development 
Production management 
Continuous improvement 
Business practices 

Consulting 

41 
32 
48 
34 
42 
33 
44 

Awareness 

31 
41 
36 
77 
55 
50 
32 

r ai ning 

28 
27 
27 
45 
32 
41 

9 

Each figure in table 6 indicates the percentage of the respondent SPX that pro- 
vides a particular service on a certain topic. We can observe that the most common 
fields where the SPXs offer their services are supplier development, total quality and 
production management. From there, it is obvious to note that all three of them have 
a close relationship with subcontracting/outsourcing issues. 

Most SPXs offer these services in order to support their operations, In 

section 2. 3, we indicated that three SPXs mentioned that t, hey build 90 per cent of their 
annual operational budget, through training and consultancy services. We also asked 
the respondents to slate an approximation of how much they charge for these services 
so we could use the amount as a guideline for the SPXs that are considering this source 
of income. Awareness and training seminars, have a similar pricing pattern, being 

between US$50 to 70 per hour. To establish an average cost of consultancy services 
is definitely adventurous given that each country has different economic conditions 
and the contracts have different time-frames (however, a range between US$2, 000 
and US$15, 000 was identified in this survey). 

Another interesting possibility for SPX services was identified in a recent study 
conducted by UNIDO early this year. There, and as recommended in the programme 
evaluation report from 1996, cooperation between two UNIDO programmes was ad- 

dressed (the National Cleaning Production Centres and the Industrial Subcontracting 
and Supply Chain Manageinent). The idea came f'rom the observation that subcontrac- 
tors are just starting to get involved in environmental issues because of pressure to 
coinply w'ith national environmental laws or to comply with minimum requirements 
from the main contractor. The conclusions of' that report establish that "there is a 
significant overlap between the SPXs main industries and the industries that NCPCs 
have been providing with environmental services"" and hence, SPXs and NCPCs can 
cooperate to expand their current service packages, This proposal is to be tested in 

Mexico and Slovakia. 

2. 8. Quality within the SPX 

The second point that has not been included in any of the previous surveys refers to 
internal procedures that SPXs follow for their operations. This set of points was con- 

sidered important because by having predetermined standards, the personnel who 
work I'or the SPX can perform daily activities efficiently (while minimizing the re- 

sources available). Also, we believe that by following predetermined standards, rnatch- 

inaking activities can be improved and the member companies will become familiar 

with certain operational procedures that are always followed when dealing with re- 

quests. 
We found that SPXs in general follow their own predetermined standards on 

issues that are considered very important for their operations. Almost 90 per cent of 

"'Nielsen, de Cromhrngphe. Clarence Smith. "The Demand for hnvironmenusl Services within the 
UNIDD SPX Netv ork", UN1DO. Inne 2000. 
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them have a standard procedure on how to manage a request or conduct an industry 

visit. Also, 85 per cent of them mentioned having a formal job description assigned to 
each one of lhe employees. Finally, 76 per cent of the Exchanges agreed that it was 

essential to keep up-to-date wilb the changes in the industrial erivironment that sur- 

rounded them. This is mainly done because they belong to a Chamber of Commerce/ 
Industry, so the guidelines and the industrial trends of the region are set by these 

institutions. They also mentioned fairs and exhibitions, meetings, magazines and the 

Internet as the main sources of identifying new opporl. unities and/or developments in 

other industrial fields. 

Figurc 6 shows in decreasing order (those figures at, the bottom should be ad- 

dressed first) the quality related issues we referred to in the survey. 

Figure 6. Quality within the SPX 
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We consider that it is very important for an Exchange to follow the guidelines of 
a strategic planning session, where the goals arc clearly established regarding where 

does the SPX want to be by the end of the year, By doing this, they will have clear 

objectives that will allow them to focus their aclivities in order to reach, for example, 

financial autonomy, decision-making authority, organized promotional activities, expan- 

sion of service package, elc. We found that 35 per cent of the respondent SI'Xs said 

that they did not have any kind of strategic planning, which leads us to conclude that 

they operate in an "automatic" repciitive way, taking (and not creating) opportunities 
as they went along. 

As a final comment in this section, we identified one alert point that can be easily 

improved by the SPXs. Only 55 per cent of' them mentioned having a system in place 
in order to receive feedback on how well the members perceive their operation and/ 
or to suggest improvements. We consider this a very simple aspect to implement, 

and also a key one. Most of the SPXs thai, have a procedure established, manage il. 

through simple questionnaires (one page only) where they ask their members if they 
consider that the activities of the SPX have benefits for their company, if they have any 
interest in any particular industrial issue, etc. Under this scheine, the Exchanges could 

be able lo evaluate how they are perceived by their customers and what their clients 

demand from them; designed in this way, I'easible improvemenl. s to enhance their op- 

eration, which al. the end wi/l provide better results, in I. urn will show as financial 

profits, 



2. 9. Oata management systems 

ln the last section of'the survey we attempted to follow-up on what previous studies 

had found regarding data management within the SPX, It was of particular importance 

for t. he programme coordination to know how many of the SPXs were actually using 

the software called UNIDO Subcontracting System (UNIDOSS). In 1996, " it was outc 

lined that. "only a few SPXs arc using all potent. ial (functions) of UNIDOSS and some 

SPXs are not using the software at aB". Currently, as can be observed from figure 7, 
only 22 per cent of' the Exchanges are still using it. From that 22 pcr cent, none uses 

all ihe capabilities that the software offers. All these Exchanges usc it, for information 

storage (as a database), and only 18 per cent use it for supplier selection, SPX promo- 

tion and diffusion of information. 

Thc database is a very import. ant tool for a Subcontracting Exchange, Following 

the recommendations made in 1996 to upgrade and make the sof'tware more user 
f'riendly, UtUIDO reacted with revised updates to UNIDOSS (the latest version, 2, 3d, 
was instaBed in a]l SPXs between ] 997 and 1999). Our survey indicates t. hat, although 

they were progressively better, the SPXs did not, adopt it in full f'o r their activities. The 

most important reason for this, as some respondents outlined, was that they still found 

it diAicuit to use, 

Considering l. his, and aware of the importance of a good data management sys- 

tem, the Organization has been working on the development of a new sof'tware called 

OUTSOURCING 2000. This new sol'tware, that, works in an MS-Windows environ- 

ment under Access, is designed to be user friendly and hence to overcome the main 

weak points of' I JNIDOSS, Also as a way to adapt to the current technological changes 

and aimed at taking advantage of the Internet to promote subcontracting supply, of'fers 

and requests, the software will allow the users to upload data to the Internet server 
of' their preference (including to the UNIDO server). 

Figure 7 illustrates the percentage of respondent SPXs that are currently using 

UiUIDOSS and the percentage of' them that are willing to incorporate OUTSOURCING 

2000 to their operations. It is very impressive to sce the diff'ercnce between the two 

Figure 7. SPX data management 
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ruC'onaatea-Neraindea, iVavratil, It1archich and 7itintti. Quality Assurance and Evaluation Branch 
C'enerat %1anagetnent. , Report of the Prgrnmme F'valuation. tJtVEDC), October 1996. p. 5. 
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columns. This obviously reflects the Exchanges' need for a tool that would improve 

their data management capabilities and would allow them to hook up to the Internet 

server, which many of them already have. 

UNIDO is planning to launch OUTSOURCINC 2000 in November 2000 during 

the worM's largest subcont. raciing exhibition. From there it will bc promoted among all 

the SPXs expecting a usage level very close to around 90 per cent. This conclusion is 

reached after observing that out of the SPXs that answered completely to this survey's 

section, 46 pcr cent. mentioned being interested in attending the exhibition (at their 

own cost), and 28 per cent mentioned being interested but being unable to because of 
a lack of funds. 
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3. Conclusions and recommendations 
We have presented a comprehensive view on the different issues involved in the 

operation of an Industrial Subcontracting and Partnership Exchange (SPX) under the 

methodology developed by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO). Over the years, this programme has proved to be sustainable and successful 

in the promotion of small and medium enterprises in developing and transition 

economy countries. 

As analysed in previous papers" and as outlined in the Introduction, ainong the 

positive aspects that the SPX operations influence are: 

0 create employment opportunities 

0 boost productivity 

0 enhance manufacturing processes through technology transfer and upgrading 

0 improve competitiveness 

0 expand market share and inl, roduce new products 

~ increase return on investment through appropriate investments and full re- 

sources usage 

0 establish quality measures to produce under better standards 

These benefits have not only been seen in evaluation papers; the SPXs have in 

reality proved to be a concrete valuable tool, the actions of which reflect in the bottom 

line of the meinber company's financial results. It is satisfactory, for the prograinme 

coordination, to see that because the SPXs are considered an efficient way to promote 
indust. rial activity, in some countries once the UNIDO programme has established some 

Exchanges, these have multiplied to expand the geographical coverage (for example in 

Colombia, India and Mexico) or to cover a selected particular industrial sectors (such 

as the case in Argentina). That is why, besides all that can be said and written, we 

consider this fact to be the most tangible proof of the SPXs effectiveness and their 

ability to enhance industrial development. 

We will briefly conclude and formulate recommendations on each of the points 
that we analysed in the previous sections. In doing so, we will outline the trends that 
the surveyed Exchanges are following, while at the same time consider their major 
concerns and the experience and expertise that the programme coordination has 
reached over the operation's time-frame of the UNIDO Industrial Subcontracting and 

Supply Chain Management Programme. 'a 

0 Main Industrial Sectors. As is well-known, the industrial sectors that better sup- 

port the operations of an SPX are the metal-mechanic, plastic-rubber, and electro- 

electronics. Hence, when establishing a new SPX, the approach followed to date, 
of first working within these industrial sectors should be encouraged in order to 
provide practical operational experience and workload to the SPX, at its early 

stage. Afterwards, we recoinmend exploring the regional capacities and even 
other relevant sectors, especially textiles, industrial services and even 

agroindustry. 

raGarrigos-Silva, and de (:romhrugghe. PraciicaI Case Studies an Industrial Subcontracting and Partner- 
ship. U&4'Ilio. 

"Since the following are straightforward conclusive statements, for complementary information the 
reader shoultl refer i. o section 2. 
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Legal and Financial Status of the SPY UNIDO methodology recominends that 

SPXs be autonomous entities since this status implies financial and decision- 

making independence, hence high probabilities for a long and successful opera- 

tion. Through the present study we concluded that the most desirable setting is 

for the SPX to be initially hosted (the first three/four years) by a Chamber of 
Commerce/Industry and then, to work under the Chamber's service package but 

as an independent entity. We recoinmend the currently operational SPXs to work 

towards their financial autonomy, independently from their host institution (pub- 

lic or private). We strongly encourage mixed financing, at least during the initial 

operational period of the SPXs since it is the most feasible way to accomplish, in 

the medium term, complete autonomy. 

0 Sources of Income for the SPX The survey conducted this time, leads us to 
conclude that the most feasible way for the Exchanges to reach financial au- 

tonomy is to create services and/or activities that would end up being sources 

of income. Promotional activities and services diversification are the main ones 

identified through the present study. We recommend all SPXs to organize fairs 

and exhibitions on a regional basis and to participate in international ones. These 

could be the main contributions to the operational budget of the Exchange as well 

as the best source of personal contacts, which in turn, will increase the effective- 

ness of the SPX, allowing it to charge an annual fee (the second identified most 

iinportant source of self-generated incoine). 

The SPX Personnel. As outlined in previous UNIDO documents, the optimal 

number of employees for an SPX ranges between three and seven. In the present 

study we found that most Exchanges work with two to f'ive eniployees. In the 

conclusion on this topic, we found that the number of employees has litt' ! e relai. ion- 

ship with the number of companies registered in the SPX, but it has a direct 
influence on the extra activities that the SPX undertakes. Personnel capabilities 

and initiative are considered by SPX managers the second most essential resource, 

hence job motivation is very important. We recoininend SPXs to constantly moni- 

tor employee satisfaction and to allow them to develop their own initiatives. 

0 Matchmaking and Effectiveness. Several points were covered under this head 

ing. We will briefly analyse each one of them. 

Mutchmaking. We concluded that the most mature SPXs carry their 

matchmaking activities through the personal contacts that they have devel- 

oped in the past (during fairs and exhibitions and industry visits). Young 

Exchanges are just starting to develop personal contacts and hence they 
first need to build awareness of their existence and their purpose and they 
have to yield results that prove their effectiveness. In general terms, we 

recommend organizing fairs and exhibitions, and see them as a source of 
contacts, spending a considerable ainount of resources in their promotion. 

hi the medium term, it is proved that this effort will pay off We also 

encourage SPXs to have (at least once a year), company visits with as many 

member companies as possible, looking also at developing contacts and 

getting on-site requests. 

Egectiveness. As has been observed in the past, very few SPXs get in- 

volved in the negotiations process. Therefore, giving conclusive figures on 

how effective they are and how nuich value they generate is adventurous 

(even though it has been estimated in 1997 that. on average 66 per cent of 
i. he registered companies have got a contract through the SPX). 

!Vetworking. What. we can establish, however, is that belonging to an ac- 

tive regional association enhances the ability and effectiveness of the SPX 
to promote its members outside its geographical borders. We recommend 
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promoting the creation of these regional associations and once they oper- 

ate, encouraging continuous communication between the members in a co- 

ordinated effort with UNIDO. 

Government procurement, It has been outlined as a good source of subcon- 

tracting activities and, through this survey, we found that not many SPXs 

have approached public institutions to promote their members. Even 

though most SPXs work under the private sector, having few contacts with 

the public one, we urge Exchanges to build continuous awareness (as ad- 

ministrations change) among government dependencies to promote the par- 

ticipation of SMEs in public operations and procurement, 

0 The SPX Resources. Actual Situation and Appreciation. In this section we iden- 

tified weak and strong points in the SPX operations. Among the resources that 

SPXs consider essential and/or valuable and that they consider themselves to be 

in excellent and/or good condition are: knowledge of industry, personnel capaci- 

ties and initiative, UNIDO methodology, office infrastructure and Internet con- 

nection. Their weak points where we recommend action from SPX managers are: 

transportation means (having an SPX vehicle), database richness and updating 

(through plant visits), support from local authorities (by promoting awareness 

and establishing steering committees) and cooperation with other SPXs. 

CI Extra Services Provided by the SPX We found that industrial sectors diversifi- 

cation occurs mainly as an adaptation of the SPX activities to the industrial 

trends of their regions. Service diversification also obeys the need to keep up to 
date with the industry environment, but mainly to the opportunity of finding 

alternative sources of income that would allow the SPX to reach autonomous 

decision-making. The main field of incursion for the SPX to provide consulting 

services and/or training seminars are the following topics: supplier development, 

total quality control and production manageinent. We recommend young SPXs 
and those that have not conteinplated these possible service packages, to conduct 

a survey in order to analyse the feasibility of expanding in these directions their 

activities and sources of income. 

Cl Qua]ity within the SPX. We concluded that most SPXs have operational stand- 

ard procedures to handle subcontracting requests, industry visits, job descrip- 

tions and industrial environment updating. On the other hand, we recommend 

taking action to establish a way to receive feedback from the member companies 

on the demand for services, inquiries received, rnatchinaking processes and even 

contracts concluded. A possible way is to design a one-page questionnaire on 

service quality. iVinally, we strongly encourage SPX managers to caliI for an an- 

nual meeting to define the year's goals and strategies. 

0 Data Management. Many SPXs are not using the software that UNIDO devel- 

oped to standardize the operation of the Exchanges because they do not consider 

it to be user friendly, But we also found that almost all of them would be willing 

to instal and use a new application (also developed by UNIDO) that overcomes 

this issue. 

In general terms and after careful analysis of the results from the present survey, 

the Industrial Subcontracting and Partnership Exchanges (SPXs) that UNIDO has es- 

tablished under its programme are considered by the programme coordination to be in 

good shape and meeting their objective to proinote industrial development. The future 

steps are to update and enrich the databases, to increase public awareness and promo- 

tion (especially with the large buyers and main contractors) and to overcome geo- 

graphical borders by reinforcing regional networks. All this with the purpose of estab- 

lishing a feasible setting that would enable the SPXs to be successful in promoting 

SMFs competitiveness on a global scale. 
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Annex 1. C}uestionnaire 

k(8XAi, 
UNIDO 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANI2ATION 

SURVEY ON THE OPERATION OF THE "SUBCONTRACTING AND 
PARTNERSHIP EXCHANGES" (SPXs) 

Objective 

We want to follow up on the evaluation conducted by UNIDO in 1996 in 

order to analyse how the SPXs created under the Organization's programme 
operate. The results obtained from this survey will be used to: 

Suggest improvements, either at the local level or at the global level 
(UNIDO), regarding the common methodologies used to establish/run 
the SPXs. 

0 Look at feasible ways to cooperate and/or integrate other related pro- 
grammes (especially quality related) into the SPXs activities. 

0 Formulate an agenda aimed at reinforcing the global SPX network. 

Please return the questionnaire to Mr. Andre de Crombrugghe 

a de-crombru he@unido. or 

Fax: +43-1-26026-6805 

Please be so kind as to return it before 11 August 



1. SPX background information 

1. 1. Name of SPX 

1. 2. Country 

1. 3. Respondent 
stame of the person who f. lls out the questionnaire 

2. Industry background information 
2. 1. Which are the main industrial sectors covered by the SPX? 
Industrial sectors hlvmber of companies registered hlumber of inqvirieslyear 

please answer 
5, Tora 

please answer 
IN or F 

2. 2. Which are the characteristics in each of the above sectors 
regarding subcontracting? 

please answer 
PorT 

In this 
sector, 
normally 

Sector 1 

Sector 2 

Sector 3 

Sector 4 

Subcontracting 
relationshi ps are: 
Permanent (P) or 

Temporary P) 

The contractor has: 
/Many sub- 

contractors (IV/) 

or just a Few (F) 

The subcontractor 
offers: Standard 

products (S), Tailor- 

made (T), Both (B) 

3. General information 

3, 1, The SPX was established in: 

3. 2. Today the SPX is: 

3. 2, 1. An office or a department 
or a branch of a public office 

3. 2. 2. An office or a department or a 
branch of a private institution 

3. 2. 3. An independent entity 

Check the appropriate box 
with an "X" 

. 3. 3. Financing 

3. 3. 1. Is yo'ur SPX charging a registration fee 
to its members? 

*How much is this fee {equivalent US$)? 

Stable 

3. 3. 2. Is your SPX charging an annual membership 
fee to its members? 

I 

*How much is the registration fee 
{equiva! ent US$)? 

3. 3. 3, By charging a subscription or membership fee, has the 
number of members. . . 
Please mark the appropriate option 

Increased Decreased 
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3. 3. 4. The 1999 budget was financed by: 

institution name 
Percentage 

(100% total) 

Income generated by the SPX through services 

3. 3. 5. The income generated by the SPX came from 

Registration fee 
Activity 

Percentage 
(100% total) 

Annual membership fee 

Promotional activities (fairs, market surveys, etc. ) 

Training activities 

Consultancy 

Other (specify) 

YIN 

3. 3. 6. Is the financial autonomy of the SPX satisfactory? 

3, 4. Regarding the SPX personnel, please indicate the following 
Fuii time Other duties beside SPX? 

hlumber Y/hl Y/Al If yes, which ones? 

Manager 

Engineer(s) 

Secretary(ies) 

Other(s) 

3. 5, Promotion 

3, 5, 1, In the last two years, did the SPX organize 
any subcontracting fair? 

3. 5. 2. In the last two years, did the SPX organize 
the participation of local subcontractors 
or suppliers in foreign fairs or exhibitions? 

3. 5. 3. Please list the channels through which 
the SPX is mainly receiving the inquiries 

Channel 

Direct requests (telephone, fax, e-mail) 

Subcontracting fairs 

Industry visits 

Meetings with product managers 

Other (specify) 

Y/hl 

Percentage 
(100% total) 
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3. 5. 4. Is your SPX part of a regionaliinternational 
SPXs association? 

If yes, has this association helped your SPX 
to promote its members outside your country 
and to increase international matchmaking? 

If no, do you think there would be support 
from other SPXs in your region to create 
a regional association'? 

3. 6. Effectiveness 

3. 6. 1. How many inquiries did you receive last year? 

3. 6. 2. How many of them resulted in 

a successful matchmaking? (approx. ) 
3, 6, 3. Estimate the value generated 

by those contracts 

3. 6. 4. What is the approximate percentage 
of registered companies that have got 
subcontracts or work through the SPX? 

0/o 

US$ 

3. 6. 5. Is the SPX involved in public procurement? 

If yes, what is the approximate percentage 
of its members involved in public procurement? 

3. 7. Diversification 

3. 7. 1. Has the SPX expanded its action to other 
industrial sectors since its creation? 

If so, to which ones? 

3. 7. 2. Has the SPX expanded its action to other 
service activities since its creation? 

If so, to which ones? 
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4. The SPX resources 

please mark 
vvith an "X" 

as many boxes 
as appropriate 

4. 1. How do you consider the following resources within the 
operation of the SPX? 

please mark 
with an "X" 

just one of the 
following boxes 

Spx actual 

situation 

These resources 

are 

UNIDO methodology 
(as per Guide) 

Office infrastructure 
(tel, fax, etc. ) 

Transportation means 

internet connection 

Support from local 
authorities 

Support from local 
private sector 

Cooperation with other SPXs 

Knowledge of the industry 

Database richness and 
up-ta-date 

Personnel capabilities 
and initiative 

Promotion activities 

Funding received from 
external parts 

V 
C Cl 

x E 

0 

0 
CL 

E 

0 
0 
U 

C 
Ia 

0 
Q. 
E 

0 
Z 
q3 
ig 
co 

Cl 

+J 
L 4J 

v 
V 

I x 
I/l o 

LLI i/l 
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5. External quality service 
5. 1. Does the SPX provide the following services? 

please mark with an "X" as many boxes 
as appropriate 

Consulting Services 

Awareness (1/2 day) 

Training (1 day-I week) 

C 
ro 

0' 
rty 

C v 0 g 

C 
o 
+ 
V 

0) 

Cy 

Cy 

0 

cn 

Qy 

lg 
C 
tg 

& cn 
cn 

C 
V 

C 
cLI 

E 
CL 
0 
cLi 

OJ e 
Q E 
. ~ (a 
D- cn 
CL o 

cia 0 

C 
o 

O 

cn rg 

D 

C 

C 
D Pu 

(U ) 0 
C CL 
ps 

rtr 
'V 

cn 

tL 

vy C, 
Q 0 

Pea 

~ a4 

6. Quality within the SPX 

6. 'I. Do you have a standard procedure on how to manage 
a request? 

6. 2, Do you have a standard procedure on how to conduct 
an industry visit? 

6. 3. Do you follow up on matchrnaking activities through 
the negotiation? 

6. 4, Do you have a well-defined job description 
for each SPX staff member? 

6. 5. Do you follow a strategic planning process 
that includes clear objectives? 

6. 6. Has your SPX ever considered becoming 
ISO 9000 certified? 

6. 7. Do you have any means in place to receive feedback from 
your members regarding successful contracts/agreements? 

6. 8. Do yoo have any means in piece ro receive feedback 
from your members regarding other SPX services? 

If so, which ones are they? 

6, 9. Do you have any means to keep track of changes 
in the industrial environment of your region? 
(technology and economic trends for example) 

If so, which ones are they? 

Y/N 

Y/JV 

U 

6. 10. Approximately, with how many of the 
companies registered in your database, 
do you keep frequent personal contact 
(a visit every 12 months) 

6. 11. How much time do you invest, on average, 
while visiting an industry 
(not including transportation) 
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7. The SPXs software for data management 
Y/iv 

7. 1. Are you using UNIDOSS software for data management? 

If yes, you use it for: YIN YIN 

Company information 
storage 

Selection of potential 
suppliers or 
subcontractors 

Circulation of the 
inquiries to selected 
companies 

Monitor inquiries 
received 

Promote the SPXJ 
exhibitions 

Monitor matchrnaking 
activities 

Prepare analytical 
reports 

Share regional 
information 

7. 2. How often do you update your database? 

(UNIDOSS or the one you are using?) 

7. 3. UNIDO is in the process of developing a new software on 
Access, called "OUTSOURCING 2000". It will replace UNIDOSS. 

It will be user friendly, especially designed for SPX activities and 
also it will allow you to export non-confidential company 
information on an Internet server of your choice. 

Y/Iv 

7. 3, 1, Are you interested in installing and using 
the new software in the SPX? 

7. 3. 2. Are you interested in linking it up with the 
UNIDO server? 

7. 3. 3. A demonstration will be made, at the French 
SPX (COSTEP), during the MIDEST FAIR 

(7-10 November 2000 in Paris) 

Are you interested in participating at your 
own expense?" 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

"I, ul'thansa and Iberia together with MIDFST are offering discount, packages (up to 60 per cent discount 
on airplane tickets). Visit. http: //wwwani&lest, corn, 
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Graphic I. Sources of operational budget 
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Annex 3. 
Graphic II. SPX operations personnel 
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